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Abstract 
In this paper, we propose a new simple relayingstrategy based on bit-interleaved convolutionally coded 

starquadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) along with coherent/ noncoherent detection. Exploiting this 

property, a hard limiter is used to enhance power amplifier (PA) efficiency at the relay.here we are using the 

higher order modulation for improving relay communication and also employ the accurate relay 

technique.Moreover, we show that the proposedapproach retains differential detectability, which results in a 

significant reduction of receiver complexity with robustness against phase ambiguityBy analyzing our proposed 

method in terms of asymptotic pairwise error probability(PEP),Furthermore, theeffectiveness of the proposed 

scheme in terms of PA efficiency is confirmed by comparing the statistical distributions of the corresponding 

instantaneous signal power.and also implement the PEP in MIMO systems for improving the  power 

efficiency.All the theoretical results agree with those obtained by computer simulations. 

Keywords—Cooperative diversity, power amplifier (PA)efficiency, star-quadrature amplitude modulation (star-

QAM), differential amplitude-and-phase shift keying (DAPSK), amplify and- forward (AF),MIMO systems. 

 

I. Introduction 
Utilization of terminals distributed in space can 

significantlyimprove the performance of wireless 

networks[1]–[3]. For example, a pair of neighboring 

nodes with channel state information (CSI) can 

cooperatively beamformtowards the final destination 

to increase total capacity [2]. Even when CSI is not 

available or when radio hardware cannot support 

beamforming, cooperation between the source and a 

single relay provides improved robustness to wireless 

fading [3]. Basic results for cooperation are presented 

in [4]–[6] and references therein. Scaling cooperation 

to more than one relay is still an open area of 

research, despite the recent interest in cooperative 

communication. One possible approach is the use of 

distributed space–time coding among participating 

nodes [7]. In practice, such code design is quite 

difficult due to the distributed and ad-hoc nature of 

cooperative links, as opposed to codes designed for 

co-located multiple-input multipleoutput(MIMO) 

systems [8]–[10]. The need and availability of global 

CSI is fundamental in distributed environments. For 

example, additional communication is needed for 

each relay to acquire CSI about other relays (as 

needed in [11]) or for the destination to acquire CSI 

between the source and all relays (as needed in [12]). 

Moreover, the number of useful antennas (distributed 

relays) for cooperation is generally unknown and 

varying. Therefore, coordination among the 

cooperating nodes is needed prior to the use of a 

specific space–time coding scheme, typically  

 

designed for a fixed number of transmit antennas. 

Furthermore, it is often assumed in the literature that 

the superposition of signals transmitted by several 

relays is always constructive.1 Such assumption 

requires distributed phased-array techniques 

(beaforming) and unconventional radios, thereby 

increasing complexity and cost of each transmitter. 

Finally, coherent reception of multiple-relay (MR) 

transmissions requirestracking of carrier-phase 

differences among several transmitreceivepairs, 

which increases the cost of the receiver. Therefore, 

simplification of radio hardware in cooperative 

diversity setups is important. Antenna selection, 

invented for classical multiple-antenna 

communications [14]–[18], is one approach to 

minimize the required cooperation overhead and to 

simultaneously realize the potential benefits of 

cooperation between multiple relays. In particular, a 

simple, distributed, single-relay selection algorithm 

was proposed for slow fading of the wireless relay 

channels [19]. This single-relay 

opportunisticselection provides no performance loss 

from the perspective of diversity–multiplexing gain 

tradeoff, compared to schemes that rely on 

distributed space–time coding. In this paper, we 

present single-selection—opportunistic— relaying 

with decode-and-forward (DaF) and amplify-

andforward(AaF) strategies and analyze their outage 

probability under an aggregate power constraint.2 

The motivation behind imposing the aggregate power 

constraint is threefold: (i) transmission power is a 
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networkresource that affects both the lifetime of the 

network with battery-operated terminals and the 

scalability of the network; (ii) regulatory agencies 

may limit total transmission power due to the fact 

that each transmission can cause interference to the 

others in the network; and (iii) cooperative diversity 

benefits can be exploited even whenrelays do not 

transmit (and therefore, do not add transmission 

energy into the network). We consider both reactive 

and proactive relay selection depending on whether 

the relay selection is performed after or before the 

source transmission.This paper is organized as 

follows. In Section II, we briefly describe a system 

model and the three relay functions; AF, DetF, and 

our proposed relaying with either coherent or 

differential detection. Section III analyzes an 

asymptotic pairwise error probability (PEP) of the 

proposed system and shows that it can achieve the 

full diversity order on the condition that the 

minimum free distance of the convolutional codes is 

larger than the predetermined value specified by the 

number of relay terminals regardless of detection 

schemes. In Section IV, an asymptotic peak power 

efficiency is theoretically analyzed under the band-

limited scenario. In Section V, theoretical results and 

the effectiveness of PA efficiency are confirmed by 

computer simulations. Finally, Section VI concludes 

this work. 

In this paper, we propose a new simple relaying 

strategybased on bit-interleaved convolutionally 

coded star-QAM. Star-QAM was originally proposed 

as a special case of circular amplitude and phase shift 

keying (APSK) modulation [11] which is 

advantageous to square-shaped QAM modulation in 

terms of achievable mutual information over peak 

power limited channels [12, 13] and has recently 

become widely adopted, due primarily to its inclusion 

in the second generationof the Digital Video 

Broadcasting Satellite standard, DVBS2[14, 15], as 

well as  

 
 

some other satellite standards such as DVB-SH, 

IPoS, and ABS-S. Star-QAM iscomposed of multiple 

concentric circles of phase-shift keying (PSK), where 

every PSK ring has the same number of symbols and 

is constructed with an identical phase offset. The 

main advantage of star-QAM constellation is mutual 

independence between amplitude and phase of each 

signal point in the constellation [16, 17]. This unique 

property allows the receiver to use differential 

detection instead of coherent detection, which 

requires neither a channel estimation nor accurate 

phase tracking at the receiver. Star-QAM, hence, was 

principally investigated with differential detection 

[18–21] and is also referred to as a differential 

amplitude and phase shift keying (DAPSK) in the 

literature [22]. In this paper we exploit this unique 

property of star-QAM signaling; independence of 

phase and amplitude. The relay suppresses the 

amplitude variation of the received signals due to the 

use of a hard limiter [23] and transmits the resulting 

PSK signals in order to enhance the PA efficiency at 

the relay. It is worth noting that, in our proposed 

approach, its complexity is comparable to AF 

relaying rather than DetF relaying since neither 

demodulation nor decoding is required during 

relaying process. Moreover, owing to the property of 

star-QAM constellation, our approach has 

differentialdetectability, which does not require an 

accurate channel estimation. A study on single and 

multiple relay systems using differential phase shift 

keying (DPSK) modulation can be found in [24] and 

[25], respectively. These conventional approaches 

with differential detection lead to a low complexity 

receiver structure but apparently face with a 

considerable reduction of PA efficiency as the 

bandwidth efficiency increases. On the other hand, 

our approach with differential detection can achieve a 

higher bandwidth efficiency with neither increase of 
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complexity nor reduction of PA efficiency.terminal is 

equipped with a single antenna and the relay issubject 

to the half-duplex constraint. 

 

In this paper, we consider a network consisting 

of the three terminals denoted as source, relay, and 

destination. Each  

 

II. PROPOSED METHOD 
2.1. Cooperative Relaying Model: 

That is, we assume that while listening to the 

channel, the relay may not transmit. Figure 1 shows 

the mathematical system model with this single relay 

scenario.Throughout the paper, we consider a star-

QAM constellation.Star-QAM is composed of 

2(m−n) concentric circles of2n-ary PSK. A radius of 

the lth circle is given by 

(1) 

When a differential detection is assumed at the 

receiver side, the corresponding differential encoding 

at the source is necessary. Let the kth transmit 

symbol be denoted as X(k) = rkejθk, where rkand 

θkdenote the envelope and the angle of the kth 

transmit signal, respectively. Then, the first nbits of 

the kth codeword choose the phase difference 

between two consecutive symbols θkand θk−1 

together with Gray labeling while the remaining 

(m−n) bits choose the amplitude difference between 

rk−1 and rk[20]. For 16-DAPSK systems, the first 

three coded bits choose the phase difference between 

two consecutive symbols and remaining one coded 

bit, say c ∈ {0, 1}, chooses rk∈ {A0,A1} by the 

following rule: 

 

2.2. Conventional Relaying: 

2.2.1. AF Relay:When the envelope of the channel 

coefficient of the source-relay link is fully available 

at therelay, AF relay can be used [5]. The relay 

function of AF relaying is then given by 

(2) 

In the case of AF relaying, neither demodulation 

nor decoding is needed at the relay since the relay 

only retransmits the amplified version of the received 

signal 

 

(3) 

 

2.2.2.Coherent Detect-and-Forward (CDetF) Relay: 

In the case of CDetF relaying, the relay detects 

the received signal and transmits a regenerated 

signal. Hence, the relay function of this relaying with 

coherent detection can be given by 

(4) 

2.2.3.Noncoherent Detect-and-Forward (NDetF) 

Relay: 

Similarly as in the CDetF relaying, aNDetF 

relay retrieves the original signals by using the 

differential detection without decoding. According to 

[20], the estimated phase difference Δˆθkis given by 

 

(5) 

 

2.2.4.. The Proposed Relaying: 

To avoid an event that high instantaneous power 

of the transmitted signal at the relay occurs, we 

propose a new simple relaying technique using a hard 

limiter [23] whose complexity is less than that of AF 

relaying since it does notrequire any knowledge of 

wireless links. Figure 3 illustratesthe relationship 

between the input and output envelope levels of the 

hard limiter in comparison with that of AF relaying 

where GAF is assumed to be one. As observed from 

the figure, hard limiter always provides a given 

constant amplitude for any input envelope. The 

proposed relaying utilizes thisunique characteristic of 

hard limiter to suppress the amplitude variation of 

received signal while retaining its phase rotation and 

then transmits the signals with the constant envelope, 

which can be mathematically expressed as 
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(6) 

whereϕkdenotes the angle of the kth received signal. 

Afterthe hard limitation, the constellation of 2m-ary 

star-QAM reduces to that of 2n-ary PSK because of 

the elimination ofamplitude information as depicted 

in Fig. 4. Hereinafter, letMdenote a set of complex 

PSK signal points with |M| = 2nand unit average 

energy. 

 

III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND 

DESIGN CRITERIA OFTHE 

PROPOSED RELAYING 
In this section, we analyze an asymptotic PEP of 

the proposed approach along with coherent and 

noncoherent detections to show that our proposed 

approach can achieve full diversity (i.e., diversity 

order of two in this scenario). Based on these 

analytical results, essential design criteria of the 

proposed relaying are presented. 

 

3.1. Coherent Detection: 

A code rate Rcconvolutional encoder with 

minimum freedistance dfree is assumed to generate 

the binary code sequence c at the source. If the 

bitwise interleaver is ideal, the PEP of two 

codewords c and ~c conditioned on Hsr, Hrd, Hsdcan 

be expressed as  

 
 

3.2. Noncoherent Detection: 

Similar to the coherent case, the proposed 

approach canbe regarded as the bit-interleaved coded 

DPSK and thusthe theoretical approach in [33] can be 

applied. Thus, fromsuboptimal Gaussian metric 

instead of bit metrics describedin Section II-D2, the 

PEP without any channel informationcan be written 

as 

 
 

3.3. Complementary Cumulative Distribution 

Function (CCDF)of Instantaneous Power: 

Let s(τ ;H) indicate a complex baseband signal at 

the relay using the arbitrary fading realization H 

which is a positive real random variable following 

Rayleigh distribution with unit variance1. Then s(τ 

;H) is denoted by [9]where τ is a continuous time 

scale normalized by its symbol period, g(τ ) is the 

impulse response of the pulse shaping filterwith unit 

average energy, K is an effective length of g(τ ) of 

one-sided impulse response, and ak(τ ) , g(k + τ ). For 

agiven time instant τ ∈[0, 1) and fading coefficient H, 

the probability that the instantaneous power 

 
 

3.4.MIMO systems: 

MIMO antenna configuration.In spatial 

multiplexing, a high rate signal is split into multiple 

lower rate streams and each stream is transmitted 

from a different transmit antenna in the same 

frequency channel. If these signals arrive at the 

receiver antenna array with sufficiently different 

spatial signatures and the receiver has accurate CSI, it 

can separate these streams into (almost) parallel 

channels. 

 

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
In this section, we evaluate the performance of 

our proposedapproach via computer simulations. We 

first define a relative IBO gain to evaluate PA 

efficiency and show performance in terms of the 

CCDFs. Then, we show the performance comparison 

in terms of bit error rate (BER) without considering 

the effect of PA. Afterwards, we investigate the 

performance of the three different cooperative 

approaches in the presence of IBO of PA. 

 
41.Instantaneous Power Distributions of Different 

Relay Functions: 

 

We here show some numerical examples for 

instantaneouspower distributions to evaluate PA 

efficiency Figure 6 shows the theoretical curves for 

the average CCDF of AF (uniform amplitude disk), 

DetF (uniform amplitude disk), and the proposed 

relaying (uniform PSK), where the SNR between the 

source and relay is assumed to be 10 dB or 20 dB. As 

seen in the figure, AF relaying has higher 
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instantaneous power than that of the other relays due 

to the noisy characteristic of transmit signals before 

the pulse shaping filter. Thus, the higher the SNR 

between the source and relay, the more rapidly the 

CCDF curve of the AF relay drops owing to the 

diminution of noisy components 

 
 

of the proposed approach. In the following, the root 

raised-cosine (RRC) pulse with a roll-off factor ν is 

assumed as g(τ ), where its closed form expression is 

given by [9] 

 

 
 

 
 

While the DetF relay exhibits lower CCDF 

performance than those of AF relay, there is still a 

gap between the proposed and DetF relaying, which 

is about 3.3 dB at CCDF = 10−3. Note that this gap 

essentially leads to the improvement in the PA 

efficiency. 

 
 

4.2.BER Performance without IBO Effects: 

1) Performance of Coherent Detection: We start with 

the BER comparison without considering IBO 

effects, where every receiver can use the coherent 

detection to retrieve transmitted information. The 

convolutional code with half rate (133, 171)8 and 

dfree= 10 is assumed and a multiple random 

interleaver is used, which meets all the design criteria 

provided in Section III. The information size is 2 048 

bits and the ring ratio α of star-QAM is assumed to 

be 2.0 as a typical value. To consider the geometrical 

proximity, we assume that the average received 

signal power at the relay is assumed to be G = 10 dB 

or 20 dB higher than that at the destination. Figure 7 

shows the BER performance of the aforementioned 

three cooperative transmissions; AF, CDetF, and 

proposed 

 
 

Performance Comparison with IBO Effects 

Finally, we show the BER performances in the 

presence ofIBO effects. From the results in Section 

V-B, Fig. 9 shows the BER performance of 

AF,CDetF, and the proposed relays using coherent or 

noncoherent detection in the presence of relative IBO 

gain at the relay. Interestingly, the performance of the 

proposed approach based on coherent detection is 

always superior to that of the other relays owing to 

PA leading to effective reduction of instantaneous 

high power signals. With the coherent detection 
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scenario, the performance gain of our proposed 

approach is about 2.4 dB and 0.4 dB compared with 

AF and CDetF cooperation at BER = 10−3, 

respectively. Moreover, the proposed cooperation 

with differential detection approaches AF relay with 

coherent detection despite its simple structure while 

there is 1 dB energy loss in the presence of relative 

IBO gain. Therefore, our proposed approach is much 

beneficial in terms of BER performance in addition 

to PA efficiency and circuit simplicity. 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, the power efficient relaying 

strategy toget the bit-interleaved convolutionally 

coded star-QAM has been proposed in combination 

with coherent and differential detection. Based on the 

asymptotic PEP analysis, the design criteria of our 

proposed approach were investigated and our results 

indicated that full diversity for the proposed approach 

is guaranteed regardless of the detection techniques. 

We also derived the CCDFs of AF and DetF relays 

with uniform amplitude disk, which confirmed the 

effectiveness of PA efficiency of the proposed 

approach. The benefits of the proposed approach 

under the consideration of PA efficiency were 

confirmed by the numerical results. Moreover, 

although AF relaying can be seen as an attractive 

candidate for low complexityrelaying compared with 

DetFrelaying, the proposed approach requires neither 

channel state information nor detection at the relay. 

Our proposed approach, hence, can be considered as 

a practical cooperative diversity relaying suitable for 

energylimited applications.we can also implement the 

proposed relaying technique in MIMO system. 
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